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Space
Saving
Small but mighty the compact 
EASi-System system can fit in the
tightest of places, making it ideal for
locations with no commercial value.

Savings can also be achieved as the
maintenance, labour and upkeep
costs associated with multiple
waste rooms is removed and allows
areas to be used for more
commercial enterprise.

The Revolutionary
EASi-System
At Bord na Móna we are committed to providing the best waste management
and resource recovery service possible, continually innovating to bring more
sustainable waste management solutions to our partners. We are proud to
introduce the EASi-System, an innovative new mini compactor which uses the
patented EASi-Bag, the world’s first operational recyclable polypropylene bag. 

Designed and made in Ireland and underpinned by an unrivaled knowledge of
solving waste issues in the Irish market the EASi-System is a cost effective and
economical solution that can reduce your carbon footprint in excess of 94.55%. 
It results in a cleaner, smaller, neater and more sustainable waste environment
compared to regular compactors or bin collection services.



Endless Benefits 

Ease of
Collections
On-site collections are quicker and
can be tailored to your needs. This
reduces the collection time spent
on-site and the labour costs that are
traditionally associated with the
manual transportation of waste. 

Reduced
Frequency
The EASi-Bag’s large capacity
dramatically reduces your collection
frequency. General Waste & Dry
Mixed Recycling bags can be
collected at the one time, avoiding
the need for multiple collections.



Cleaner
Waste
Environment
The EASi-Bag is designed to store
large amounts of waste and is
available in both 2 and 3 cubic
metre bag sizes. 

Their substantial size ensures that
waste can be neatly stored in
discrete areas, removing the need
for multiple bins on site or odour
offensive bin trucks. 

This feature helps avoid disruption
or a site appearing aesthetically
displeasing to its residents. 

Ease of
Installation
The EASi-System is very easy to
install and is standard single-phase.
The daily power required is less
than the energy used to boil a kettle
and cuts out the cost of expensive
cabling.

The hydrophobic bag contains
smells and prevents spillages
usually associated with bins,
making the EASi-System the most
hygienic way to manage
commercial waste.



As EASi as 
1 - 2 - 3!
Fully automated and designed for safety and ease of use.

01.
Pull the handle toward 
you and lift upwards.

03.
Simply close the lid.

02.
Place your bag of waste in
the compactor.
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At Bord na Móna we are committed to providing
the best waste management and resource
recovery service possible, continually innovating
to bring more sustainable waste management
solutions to our commercial partners. 

The EASi-System is the ideal solution for offices,
apartments, light industry, hospitals, colleges
and large campuses, retail and shopping centers
and multi-tenanted buildings.

Make an enquiry 
about the
EASi-System

Contact us for more information on how
Bord na Móna's innovative EASi-System
can transform your waste management.

Visit www.bnmrecycling.ie 

commercialenquiries@bnmrecycling.ie

01 841 7000


